1 Introduction
Why Product Line Practice?
Historically, software engineers have designed software systems one system at a time. Each software product involves significant investment in requirements analysis, architecture and design, documentation, prototyping, process and method definition, tools, training, implementation, and testing. Little attention has been paid to the consequences of a design in the production of multiple software-intensive products.
Some organizations now realize that they can no longer afford to develop multiple software products one product at a time. To retain market share they are pressured to introduce new products and add functionality to existing products at a rapid pace. These organizations have instead adopted a p roduct line approach that uses a common set of core assets to modify, assemble, instantiate, or generate multiple products referred to as a product line. Such a product line approach involves building a product line as a product family.
A product line is defined as a group of products sharing a common, managed set of features that satisfy specific needs of a selected market or mission. A group of systems built from a common set of assets is a product family . A product family need not constitute a product line; the individual systems may have no clearly coordinated role addressing a single market. Conversely, a product line need not be built from a product family; the individual systems in the product line may be developed independently. However, building a product line as a product family leverages and amortizes prior investment to the maximum degree possible. Assuming the product line has a sufficient number of members, the sum cost of building the product line as a whole is much less than the sum cost of building the individual systems independently. 1 1.
Henceforth, when we speak of a product line we mean one that is developed using a common set of core assets, i.e., a product line built as a product family.
The software architecture is one of the important assets shared by the systems in a product line. A software architecture describes the structural properties of the software-typically the components and their interrelationships and guidelines about their use [Clements 96 ]. A software architecture that capitalizes on commonalities in the implementation of the line of products can provide the structural robustness that makes the derivation of software products from software assets economically viable.
Some organizations have already experienced considerable savings by using a product line approach for software system production. Other organizations are attracted to the idea but are in varying stages of using product line practices.
In January 1997, the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) launched a technical initiative, the Product Line Practice Initiative, to help facilitate and accelerate the transition to sound software engineering practices using a product line approach. The goal of the Product Line Practice Initiative is to provide organizations with an integrated business and technical approach to multi-use of software assets so that organizations can produce and maintain similar systems of predictable quality at lower cost. One of the strategies to reach this goal involves direct interaction with and nurturing of the community interested in product line practice. The Product Line Practice Workshop described in this report is just one of the SEI efforts to execute this strategy.
About the Workshop
In order to connect with the product line practice community and to learn the factors and issues in current industry and government approaches to software product lines, the SEI held a twoday Product Line Practice Workshop in December 1996. The participants in this workshop were invited based upon our knowledge of their company's experience with and/or commitment to software product lines and/or strategic software reuse. Together we formulated and discussed the issues that form the backbone of this report.
James Withey, Product Line Systems Program, SEI
The domains in which the participants had product line experience include telecommunications, engines, ship systems, automotive parts, transportation, command and control, and consumer electronics.
The non-SEI participants were asked to give a presentation on their product line experience and provide reference materials to assist in understanding their approach. These presentations and the surrounding discussion took place on the first day of the workshop.
On the second day, participant presentations were summarized and then the participants divided into three working groups to further explore the issues of architecture, people-organization-management, and business models. The working groups then presented their results to the entire group.
About This Report
This document reports the product line factors and issues addressed at the workshop. As such, the report is written primarily for product line champions who are already initiating product lines practices in their own organizations. Technical software managers should also benefit from the information.
The report is organized into four main sections that parallel the workshop format:
• The section following this introduction, Product Line Experiences: Summary of Participants' Presentations, synthesizes the product line experience of the workshop participants by describing the contextual, technology, organizational, and business factors. Section 3 is composed of the three working group reports on the issues of architecture, people-organizationmanagement, and business models, respectively. The summary in Section 4 recaps the major themes of the workshop and suggests future directions.
Product Line Experiences: Summary of Participants' Presentations
Each guest at the workshop was asked to make a presentation explaining his organization's approach to developing software product lines. The following questions were provided to participants beforehand to provide a common structure for the presentations:
• What kinds of software product lines have you developed?
• What was the context (technical, organizational, problem domain) for creating the product lines?
• What techniques are you using/did you use?
• What were the costs?
• What were the benefits?
• What results (and measures) have been collected?
• How have you validated your results?
• What were the risks and how did you mitigate them?
•
What are the open issues (technical and non-technical) that you feel need to be resolved relative to software product lines?
These questions established a common frame of reference that allowed the participants to communicate with each other despite their diverse backgrounds. We have already reported the kinds of software products produced by our participants in Section 1.2, and many of the remaining questions will be addressed in this section. However, the purpose of the workshop was not to catalog individual product line approaches 1 but rather to synthesize the combined experience of many organizations to begin to build a coherent model of product line practice. Therefore, this section summarizes the presentations as a group, rather than individually, by re-casting the presentations in terms of a set of common themes that arose (several of these were raised by the original interview questions). These themes are contextual , technology , organizational , and business factors . We will treat each one in turn.
Contextual Factors
Contextual factors describe the environment in which the organization exists or existed when it launched the product line effort; this includes a description of its goals, the technical assets in place, its business state, and how the organization is/was situated in its marketplace.
1.
Other work in the Product Line Systems Initiative at the SEI will capture and record illuminating product line case studies. See for example [Brownsword 96 ].
Key specific areas include:
• Product line assets designed or mined. A product line can be designed from the ground up or can be built using assets from previous efforts. A designed product line will likely be better for meeting long-term goals, but a mined product line may provide a shorter time to market if the at-hand components are rich enough. Our participants included representatives of both approaches.
• Long product life cycles. This factor describes the average age of a product. Some domains, such as military avionics or certain types of information management, have notoriously long life cycles, as many as 20 years or more, while others have a lifespan of a year or so. This has implications for how often the product line will need to "turn over" in order to produce products that are markedly different from the original products to respond to the changing demands of their environment.
• Product line maturity. This factor describes how long the organization has been building product lines. A related issue is the number of products in the product line, which is a measure of the variability of the products. Together these suggest the breadth and depth of the organization's product line experience.
• Criticality of adopting product line approach. Half of our participants volunteered (without prompting) that the product line approach was not just a matter of convenience, creative engineering, or an idea that sounded good. It was, rather, a crucial step that their organization needed to take in order to survive. Those statements are paraphrased in the table.
These and other contextual factors-whether the software is built internally or externally to the organization that sells it, who each organization's customer is, and the organization's previous domain experience -are summarized in Table 2-1. There may be many other factors in any category; these are simply the factors that surfaced during the presentations. A blank in the table means that the factor was not raised by that participant. In summary, we observed that the context for an organization fielding or beginning to field a product line can vary widely. Our participants represented organizations of different sizes, building vastly different products, and having different business goals. System size is not a prohibitive factor, as one product line comprises products ranging up to 1.5 million source lines of Ada. Neither complexity nor demanding requirements are prohibitive factors: two participants' organizations build hard-real-time embedded systems. Long product life cycles tend to be the norm, if not the rule. Extensive domain experience also tends to be the norm and (we suspect) the rule for successful product line development. Finally, most of our participants reported that migration to the product line approach was a matter of corporate necessity.
2-1. Contextual Factors for Product Lines Identified by Workshop Presentations

Technology Factors
Product lines involve technological support: What tool environments are necessary, or just plain useful? How are the commonalities and variations inherent in the different products captured? What role does architecture play? Key areas include the following:
• Domain model artifacts. The products in a product line populate a domain, and represent a set of variations on a common theme. Domain analysis is the name given to the structured process of understanding a domain in terms of its commonalities and variations. Whether this formal process is followed or not, a product line reflects the organization's vision of useful variability. This factor catalogs how our participants record that knowledge. A related theme is whether or not the organization adopted the dual lifecycle model in which domain engineering is the process used to create artifacts useful across the entire product line, and application engineering is the process used to produce a single product by adapting the domain-wide assets.
a. This participant represented a group that supplied reusable components to customers within the parent organization. Thus, he spoke in terms of the components, rather than the product lines in which those components were used. • Tool support. This factor records the tooling issues that arose during the discussion. The consensus was that better tools were needed. Three participants recorded a generative approach to products, meaning that they employed a tool that when given some sort of specification for a product would handle or assist in generating the code for that product.
• Use of architectural concepts. One path to managing a product line is to use a strong architecture blueprint to embody the commonalities across all the products, thus adopting a component-based plug-in approach to handle the variations. This factor described our participants' use of architecture as a unifying concept in developing and maintaining their product lines.
• Importance of quality attributes. Software in a product line must exhibit qualities above and beyond producing the correct answer, and even above and beyond those qualities that each individual product must exhibit, such as high performance or reliability. It must, for example, be easily produced and tested and adhere to a common architecture. This issue records how much attention was paid to the achievement of these special quality attributes by each organization, and when.
Finally, several participants mentioned that keeping pace with new technology posed a significant challenge all its own. In summary, an acceptance, even if implicit, of the life-cycle model that differentiates between activities of domain engineering and activities of application engineering was a common theme. However, the actual domain model artifacts and methods varied. What did not vary was the overriding importance of architecture to guide the design of the product lines. Product lines represent large-scale reuse of assets across products, but this is planned or top-down reuse as opposed to opportunistic or bottom-up reuse, which has proven unsuccessful in the field. Architecture is the carrier of the reuse plan, and is a valuable and reusable core asset in its own right. Notably absent from the discussion was the use of technology developed specifically for product line development.
2-2. Technology Factors for Product Lines Identified by Presentations
Organizational Factors
Organizational factors include people and process problems that must be overcome before successfully fielding a product line. Key areas include the following:
• Staff skills and attitudes. Managing attitudes and engendering cooperation in the midst of a new way of doing business was an important factor. Intensive training (dozens of days per year) was the solution of one participant. One particular attitude that had to be overcome was the one-at-a-time mentality of building a system for its own sake rather than as a contributing effort to the organization's strategic goal of fielding a product line and building up a base set of core assets. Another attitude dealt with the preference of performing domain engineering versus application engineering. reported that domain engineering was considered to be the glamour job in his organization, while building individual products was perceived as being less creative. Another participant, however, reported that in his organization application engineering was perceived as the most practical activity that yielded the only truly tangible results.
2-2. Technology Factors for Product Lines Identified by Presentations
• Responsibility for the architecture. This factor captures who was responsible for the overall architecture for the product line. In most cases, the architecture was the purview of a small team of experts. Responsibility for the architecture means deciding what components each product will contain, how those components will interact with each other, and how those components will be tailorable to adapt to the particular needs of each individual product in the product line.
• Terminology. To our surprise, most participants reported that certain product-line-related buzzwords were taboo in their organizations because the words had lost all meaning or simply engendered confusion.
• Management support. Building a product line is not just an engineering agenda, it precipitates changes in personnel, personnel management, incentives, customer interfaces, scheduling, budgeting, and a whole host of management practices. It is a new way of doing business, and the consensus of our group was that if management does not vigorously and actively support the transition, the effort will fail. In summary, organizational and, in particular, people issues seem to play a paramount role in successful development of a product line. The concept must have strong support from above (management responsible for allocating sufficient resources to make the concept succeed) and from below (the staff charged with making it work). Overcoming mindsets from the previous way of doing business is difficult. In keeping with the importance of architecture mentioned in Section 2.2, an individual or a small highly-specialized team should be charged with the creation and caretaking of that architecture.
2-3. Organizational Factors for Product Lines Identified by Presentations
Business Factors
Whereas organizational factors address concerns within an organization, business factors address how the organization manages its external interfaces in the marketplace, and the benefits and risks to its position that are incurred when taking on a product line strategy. Key areas include the following:
• Organization. Most of our participants represented organizations that are arranged in business units of some form or another. A business unit is one that engages a particular market segment or (in the case of the U. S. Army) carries out a particular strategic mission. The product line serves them all, and must account for the different markets and missions of the business units in its variability.
• Up-front investment. By and large, our participants reported heavy up-front investment in adopting the product line approach. The investment was measured in dollars spent, as well as opportunity cost when production was suspended for a long time period while the first products were being built.
• Engaging the market. An organization that features a product line has economies and flexibility advantages that can be used to situate itself well in the marketplace. This area describes how the organizations represented at our workshop engaged their markets to make these advantages known and engender support. The case of participant #2 is somewhat unique: His organization's goal is to build a product line by having the suppliers of its components jointly agree on an architecture. This so-called trade association is meant to both define the architecture and engender participation by the leading vendors in that domain. Participant #4 reported the formation of a user's group in which his organization's customers meet and decide jointly on future requirements for the family of systems that they all share.
• External interfaces. This area describes issues with product lines from the point of view of stakeholders outside the development group. The sales people must know how to sell the product line to take advantage of their economics and flexibilities; intellectual property rights must remain with the developer rather than go out with each product, so that new products based on old ones can continue to be sold; and the schedules and needs of business units that consume the individual products must be considered.
• Benefits. This area describes how the benefits of a product line approach are measured by each organization that participated. Some measure the benefit in dollars as a return on investment. Most measure it, if only informally, by improved product quality and shorter development time. Some measure it in terms of increased staff productivity.
• Risks. The largest risks that were identified (besides the risks implicit in earlier issues such as staff attitudes) had to do with third-party suppliers, particularly COTS vendors. Half of our participants felt hostage, to some extent, to the whims of their commercial product suppliers. However, clearly this risk is not unique to product line development, but is borne by any developer of evolving systems.
a. The participant asked that the figure be kept confidential. b. "Competable" means that outside vendors must be able to compete fairly and equitably to supply parts (components) of the architecture. In summary, a sobering commonality is that a significant up-front investment in developing core product line assets is normally required. The investment may be measured in dollars spent in training the staff or building the assets, or it may be measured in lost business because the organization output declines during product line inception. None of our participants indicated that they regretted the decision, but in some cases the decision brought with it a fair amount of pain.
2-4. Business Factors for Product Lines Identified by Presentations
Product Line Issues: Working Group Reports
The issues that workshop participants felt the need to explore further fell into three categories: architecture and core assets, people-organization-management, and business models. Small working groups were formed to discuss each category. The reports of these smaller groups are found in the following sections.
Architecture and Core Assets
The architecture group discussed four major topics:
• How is a product line architecture and core asset set created and evolved?
• How are products kept synchronized with new releases of the product line architecture?
• How are products verified as being compliant with the product line architecture?
• What is the role of tools in the product line architecture support/dissemination process?
The basic evolution of a product line can be seen from Figure 3-1. In this figure, each architecture release (labeled ARelease i) provides the structure for potentially multiple releases of potentially multiple systems within the product line (labeled PiRel n.m) The product line architecture can include not only a plan for how the components of the systems are connected to and interact with each other, but the reusable components themselves, as well as other core assets (e.g., test plans) that will be used across products. In the figure, an arrow means "leads to."
We now treat the discussion issues in more detail. 
3-1. Evolution of a Product Line Architecture and its Derived Products
Product Line Architecture and Core Asset Evolution
The length of time it takes to develop the initial product line architecture and deliver the first instance of the architecture was mentioned by at least two representatives as a serious risk in the adoption of product lines. Those attendees who had implemented product lines designed the first release of the product line architecture using experts in their particular type of systems. These experts accounted for domain knowledge, the software qualities they wished the product line to exhibit, knowledge of past systems in the domain, and knowledge of past systems and existing components that were to be incorporated into the product line.
A product line architecture evolves from its initial design and the initial release of the tailorable components and other core assets. This evolution results from the same factors causing the evolution of any system: desire to incorporate technological change, repair of existing problems, addition of new functionality, or restructuring of existing functionality to allow for more variants.
How are changes identified and then carried out? One of our participants reported a special group chartered to maintain the product line architecture and core assets. This group monitors both technology changes and individual product creation. Since only a small number of products are being created at any one time and since engineers are moved between the special product line group and the individual products, the maintenance of in-depth knowledge of both the product line and the products is accomplished.
In an organization with a large number of products under development or in the field, a more formal procedure must be used to identify and prioritize changes to the architecture and other core assets. This process, again, will likely mimic the process of selecting modifications to be made to any large system.
One participant reported a problem in evolving the core assets because of a corporate desire to preserve backwards compatibility. That is, when modifications are made to the core assets to produce a new product, it should be the case that all previous products should still be derivable from the core assets in their new form. "Derivable" means that the products should be buildable using whatever mechanisms, such as parmaterized instantiation, that were used to build them originally. Thus, there is at all times a single version of the core assets from which all fielded products are derived. This is a special case of the synchronization problem discussed in the next sub-section. In general, the problem is not so much a technical problem of updating the product line as it is a management problem of allocating resources to maintain the correspondence between core product line assets and fielded products.
Sometimes management seems to be interested in the initial creation of the product line, but then loses interest in its evolution. This causes upgrading of the product line architecture and core assets, as well as previously-developed products, to be given lower priority; hence, products "drift" away from the product line architecture, resulting in increased maintenance cost and lower responsiveness. A product line architecture and core assets evolution process must guard against such drift.
Synchronizing Products with New Releases of the Product Line Architecture
The problem of synchronization occurs when developing a new release of a product. Referring back to Figure 3 -1, consider the development of release 2.1 of product 1. Release 1.1 of product 1 was based on release 1 of the product line architecture. Since that time, release 2 of the product line architecture has been made available.
Suppose a new release of a product is required. Suppose further that since its initial release, a new version of the core assets has become available. It would maintain the integrity of the product line to base the new product release on the current version of the core assets-but it may very well be cheaper to base it on the version of the core assets that begat it in the first place. Thus, over time, the product will diverge from the core assets, or multiple versions of the core assets will have to be maintained.
In many ways, this problem is similar to the problem of basing a particular system on a COTS product. The COTS vendor may issue new releases from time to time and a vexing question for the system developer is whether, how, and when to incorporate those releases into the system. In a product line environment, features could potentially be incorporated into the product line to facilitate the synchronization of the product line and the products.
One participant reported that their process finesses this issue. When they create a new product from the product line assets, they create it from the latest available version of those assets. They then make no effort to keep that product current with evolutions in the product line assets. Instead, from time to time, they change the product line assets to incorporate modifications suggested by the creation of the product.
Keeping future releases of a product in synchronization with the product line core assets is essential to prevent product line degradation. If the core assets are not updated to reflect the latest products, variants will be created from products rather than from the product line assets and, over time, components will not be reusable and the benefits will be lost.
Conformance of Systems with the Product Line
During construction, systems tend to drift from the original architecture and the original design. This is true even in one-of-a-kind systems, in which the only requirement associated with this drift is to ensure that the as-built system is documented. In a product line, the consequences are potentially more serious. If the drift is too severe and too early then components that are a portion of the product line cannot be used without modification. A more likely concern is that components created for a single system must have a great deal of work performed on them before they are available for inclusion in the product line.
It is not clear that this is a problem in practice. Perhaps it is obviated when architecture takes a strong role in successful product line development. Nevertheless, "system drift" is clearly a potential danger, and a disciplined development process is required to keep it in check.
Tool Support
Our participants reported very little in the way of technological support specifically aimed at fielding a product line, as opposed to tools generally helpful in producing one-of-a-kind systems. On one hand, the existence of product lines without special tool support indicates that tools are not a necessary part of the development of product lines. On the other hand, a number of places in the product line process were identified as places where tool support could be very useful.
One of the participants uses a builder tool to deliver individual products. The tool works by asking its user a number of questions about the desired characteristics of the product being built. It then tailors the components automatically and delivers an assembled version of the system that meets those characteristics. This is likely a large contributor to the success of their product line effort. It enables any member of the organization who needs to produce a product-a customer service representative, for instance-to do so. Thus, the product line concept is made accessible throughout the organization.
Since one of the largest risks in adopting a product line strategy is the length of time before the first instance is delivered, tools and techniques to support timely initial delivery are important. Given the need for domain experts to design the core assets, the use of tools that experts in a domain can easily use to capture designs, design alternatives, and design rationale is an advantage. If conformance of individual products to the product line core assets turns out to be a problem, then techniques to validate conformance should be identified and tools should be adopted to support these techniques.
Once the strategies for ensuring synchronization are understood, tool support will be useful for moving between individual products and the product line core assets.
Tools are intended to expedite certain processes. A decision as to which tools are appropriate to establish and support a product line depends partially on an understanding of which processes are troublesome and costly. Architectural, business, and process issues all apply to this problem, which provides a ripe area for future work.
Summary
Architecture is usually the basis for product lines because it embodies the earliest design decisions for the product line and provides a framework within which reusable components can be developed. Some problems in constructing a product line can be couched in terms of the evolution and representation of the architecture. By couching the problems in this form, issues of synchronization and initial design become apparent. Other problems in the process such as providing a business case for adopting the product line approach or for educating the rest of the organization about the product line may also be more clearly understood in an architectural context. Any organization that embraces a product line approach must identify practices that clearly address asset evolution, synchronization, and appropriate tool support. Product drift is a pitfall that, unless carefully monitored, will prevent success of product line development.
People-Organization-Management
Presentations and discussions at the workshop demonstrated that the technical issues, while being addressed, have not been solved. In some ways, we are facing a situation not unlike the functional/non-functional system requirements problem: In designing a system, we must examine the functional requirements in light of the non-functional, such as maintainability, security, and performance. For product lines, advancing the technical issues must be done in light of the organizational, non-technical product line requirements.
These non-technical requirements include the following:
• How does an organization change as product lines become institutionalized?
• Who are the participants in a product line organization?
• What are their roles and responsibilities in terms of requisite skills, required training, and cultural outlook?
The following subsections address these requirements in turn and then discuss the open issues identified by the working group.
Transitioning to a Product Line Organization
There is a direct contrast between the project approach to developing systems and the product line approach. Most organizations today focus on individual systems. These organizations usually derive new systems from previous instances. They may organize these systems into product lines, but achieve only minimal code sharing and design concept reuse. The most common approach to deriving a new system involves utilizing the personnel who developed previous systems. Many organizations realize that this path, while expedient, is labor-intensive and cannot be sustained as they move to a highly competitive marketplace, where time-tomarket, market share, and customer satisfaction are drivers. Sufficient numbers of experienced personnel are not available to staff each project within the product line to support the growing demands for new software systems. An alternative must be found that captures the knowledge of these experts and allows it to be leveraged across new systems.
One alternative approach focuses on product lines that derive new systems from a core architecture and components. Development of these core assets comes from corporate investment in product line R&D that captures system information and the competencies of the product line experts. Corporate use of these core assets is guided by rules establishing organizational dependencies, which are monitored at the corporate level. Figure 3 -2 is based on the experience of the working group members and shows the transition from project to product line orientation. The core assets in the figure are shared between the two product lines. Other assets are unique to the individual product lines. In other product line organizations, the individual product lines may have their own architecture and components and may do little sharing of assets.
3-2. Transition to the Product Line Organization
As an organization makes this transition it will typically go through several stages:
Stage 1. In the early stage, the organization looks to systems experts and legacy systems to contribute to the core understanding. It captures baseline measurements to assess its current state and analyzes its product mix to identify product line opportunities.
Stage 2. This may be called the "Black Hole Stage." The organizational structure is formed to develop core assets. During this stage there is heavy investment in assets, but low product yield. The organization should measure investment levels for core assets and forecast investment return.
Stage 3. During this stage, the product line groups begin to deliver systems. The core asset group also evolves and maintains the core assets. Here, the organization can evaluate return on investment.
Stage 4. In the final stage, the product line organization has been institutionalized. The R&D group now focuses on identifying new areas for applying the product line approach and achieving economies of scope by applying existing assets to new product lines.
This progression does not occur in strict linear fashion. There is a cycle as product lines mature, are retired, and new product lines emerge.
Key Players in the Product Line Organization
The working group identified the key players in a product line organization:
• Customers -purchasers of a system; may be end users or may represent needs of a group of users 
3-3. Relationship of Players in Product Line Organization
Organizational Roles and Responsibilities
Each of the roles identified within the product line organization has a required set of skills and requisite knowledge relating to product lines and product line development. The skills and knowledge may come from training or from mentoring within the organization. The cultural values held by the product line organization are also key to the success of the product line approach. Table 3 -1 lists the roles and their respective training and also gives a sense of the culture that must exist within the product line organization. 
3-1. Roles and Responsibilities in Product Line Organizations
Success Factors
In summary, the working group identified several key issues in supporting the transition and sustainment of the product line organization:
• Qualification for position versus on-the-job training 
3-1. Roles and Responsibilities in Product Line Organizations
Role Skills
Requisite Training and mentoring Culture
Under the product line arrangement, there will be a close relationship between customers and the product line development groups. This was reflected in the fact that one of the participant's organizations now calls their customers "partners." The customer will negotiate his/her requirements in light of product line capabilities. Marketing must be able to relate these capabilities to customers and describe the benefits of the product line and the product line approach. It is the responsibility of the development groups (core asset and application) to provide information to marketing allowing them to create and sustain these new customer relationships.
• Interface with business units (aggregate of customers)
Management of the product line organization must establish ties to other business units. Over time, the product line approach should become the standard way of doing business for an entire organization. To achieve all the benefits of product lines, business units must coordinate their activities, partitioning and scoping product lines in light of customer needs. An organization must make sure that the entire marketing organization -cutting across business units -is aware of these partitionings and can relate to customers, matching them to the appropriate product lines, seeing gaps that existing product lines may fill, and identifying new areas of work.
Business Models
The business model group chose to explore the business conditions for which a product line approach to software engineering can be recommended. To support decisions regarding the timing and implementation of a product line approach, the group drafted a couple of analytical models. While further work is needed to complete these models, they begin to address some of the following business issues:
• Under what business conditions is a product line approach to software engineering an appropriate competitive response? What can be said about market conditions, product lifecycles, competition, intellectual property, and other business factors that would cause a decision maker to recommend a product line approach?
• What is the market timing for implementing a product line approach? It takes time to implement a production system. Technology and markets change, increasing the risk that product line assets may fail to provide any competitive advantage before their investment expense is recovered.
• What product line production strategy should be adopted given market and competitive forces? Depending on the business goals, the software technology, the customers and the competition, the differences in products (i.e., the content of variation), and the scope of the products (i.e., the range of variation) supported by a product line approach will vary. This in turn affects the choice of assets, processes, staffing, and functions of the production system. 1 A framework that relates the different forms of a product line approach to an organization's business environment is needed. What business factors influence the choice of a product line approach?
Timing the Introduction of a Product Line Approach
To understand market timing issues regarding the adoption of a product line approach, the working group modeled a typical product/profit life cycle. The modified "S" curve in the figure below shows the anticipated profit for a line of products over four market phases: Innovation, Commercialization, Saturation, and Decline.
Beginning with the Innovation phase, the product is new, perhaps a first offering from a company launched on venture capital. The market is untested: The company is learning about their customers and the product features for which they are willing to pay a premium. The Commercialization phase begins when a generic category has been established in the minds of a group of customers, and the features embodied in the new product fit that category. (That is why profits often dip; getting name recognition and establishing a customer base is often expensive and fortuitous). Once the market is established, many companies will enter the market, and time-based competition becomes important. (See the market entry point in the figure. ) Later the market becomes saturated with choices-the beginning of the Saturation phase.
Features for different market segments become stable; faster time-to-market of new product line products does not appreciably increase market share or profit; companies begin to com-1.
Presentations given at the workshop described different production strategies that had been implemented. One organization focused on cost reduction, developing an architecture and large-grain common subsystems, achieving up to 80% reuse. Another organization focused on automation generation of software code so that 1) domain experts in the field rather than software engineers could generate application software, and 2) products would be more quickly available after the hardware design had been completed. Another organization focused on the interoperability of the software provided to a service organization, and developed assets that provided low-level common functionality and a common look and feel to end users. 
3-4. A Typical Product/Profit Lifecycle
• •
pete on price. A shake-out occurs: Companies start exiting the market (see the market exit point in the figure), and the mix of products shrinks to a core set. Finally in the Decline phase, the products become commodities; there is little discrimination on features, and profits fall to a low but stable point. Thus, as indicated by the thick section of the curve, a product line approach is best implemented during the upswing of the commercialization phase and continued through the middle of the saturation phase of the product/profit lifecycle. Planning for a product line approach (including an investment analysis) should be conducted at the beginning of the commercialization phase so an organization is prepared should the market emerge.
Timing can be monitored by measuring the extent to which market growth is determined by the rate at which new products are introduced. When growth is positively related to product differentiation (i.e., new releases have features that create new groups of customers), a product line approach is feasible. This is shown as the shaded region in the following figure [Withey 96 ].
The approach may not be feasible at points A or B. At point A, market growth is not driven by the introduction of a variety of products. Product sales are high for some other reason, most likely because the product incorporates new technology that provides a benefit or a service not yet offered by the competition. At point B, the market is saturated with choices. Additional products do not contribute greatly to growth or income. Few changes are needed, and unless development costs are high, streamlining production costs through software assets may only provide small return on investment [Withey 96].
Production Strategies by Product/Profit Lifecycle
Obbink describes a taxonomy of product line production strategies [Obbink 95 ] that maps well to the different market phases of the product/profit lifecycle. With more elaboration, this taxonomy could help managers determine the most effective form for a product line approach given • sw architecture • sw assets • sw processes market conditions. In the following table the different production strategies are distinguished by the intended variability in the product line, the nature of the architecture and assets, and the software modification process. 
Production
Saturation
Features for different market segments become stable. The rate of product introduction has slowed, and the mix of products in the line shrinks to a core set. Companies begin to compete on price.
II
Variation: new functionality that fits within design constraints of architecture can be added Architecture and Assets: robust, evolvable architecture and components Product engineering process: concentrates on architecture evolution and the development or adaptation of software assets to incorporate new functionality. For unaffected components, production strategy I is followed.
Late Commercialization
The market is established. Many companies are entering the market, and the introduction of new features faster than the competition becomes important.
III
Variation: new technology can be incorporated Architecture and Assets: architecture describing problem space is stable, new implementation architecture and components Product engineering process: full-fledged domain engineering including the design and implementation of production strategies I and II
Early Commercialization
A generic product category has been established in the minds of a group of customers, and the features embodied in the new product fit that category. A product line is likely.
3-2. Production Strategies
The working group mapped these strategies to the "S" profit curve modeled earlier. As shown in the following figure, a new product will typically start as the result of a type V or IV process. When it has sufficient mass-market potential it will evolve to a type III process. Near the peak of the commercialization phase, a type II production process will be used. To survive a market shake-out, a type I process may be implemented.
Business Drivers Affecting Product Line Approaches
The working group then began exploring the business drivers that determine the product line production strategy that is implemented. The group considered two drivers: the size of the market and the ownership of the unique product knowledge incorporated in the product line. Regardless of market phase, a product line approach is not always desirable. The up-front investment expense may not be recovered if the market cannot sustain the break-even number of products or if the product knowledge embodied in the architecture and assets can be easily copied by the competition. Knowing the size of the market and the extent that product knowledge is and can remain proprietary can help managers make decisions about which product line strategy to pursue.
Product knowledge is either public or private. If private, the knowledge is held within the organization. The organization has considerable intellectual property protected by trade secrets, patents, and copyrights. Typically, the organization has made sizable investments; this private knowledge is usually the product of extensive technical and market research and development. The architecture, assets, and processes are invisible to the customer. If public, the knowledge is widely available. Much of the knowledge and expertise is available commercially from suppliers, universities, or consulting companies. The organization has invested little in developing its own knowledge base.
The market size can be described by the number of different groups of customers served by a line of products. A niche market is defined by the common needs/requirements of one group of customers. A mass market, on the other hand, can be segmented into many customer groups, with multiple products targeted to the specific needs of each group. A mass market may provide a sufficiently large revenue base to warrant investments in software architecture, assets, and processes.
Speculating on the implications of these dimensions, the group produced Table 3 .3. A different production strategy for a software product line is described in each of the cells formed by these two business drivers. For each strategy, the factor that drives product differentiation is listed as well as a characterization of the processes, assets and software architecture that compose a product line approach.
A discussion of the cells of the table follows.
Companies in cell A develop products that incorporate new technology for a niche market. Because the market is small, they typically adopt a preemptive strategy using technology to beat competitors and to either transform the market or gain market share. Because technology often radically changes the implementation of the products in software, reusable code components and interfaces are not often feasible. However, since the market is established, a conceptual model of the primary functions provided by software systems in the product line can be developed. Since new technology is the source of competitive advantage, companies usually invest in prototyping and simulation tools. An example of a company in this cell is a missile developer for the Department of Defense.
Companies in cell B race against competitors to introduce new products that meet the needs of specific customer segments. A proprietary architecture that achieves high levels of component reuse and functional integration over a wide product mix is a key source of competitive advantage. Because the products interface poorly with a competitor, a customer often cannot buy from a competitor without duplicating the investment and adding complexity. Customers are essentially locked into purchasing from the company. To keep a company from dominating the market, competitors will often file anti-trust suits. Examples of companies in this cell are telecommunication switch developers.
Companies in cell C compete on the ability to provide custom solutions. Any technology that is developed is done on contract; intellectual property rights are not retained. They concentrate on only a few customers. Since companies typically take advantage of any business opportunity, the organization does not pursue the development of a core competency; an architecture for a family of products is not developed. Development processes and assets are highly individualized. Contract software development firms are examples of companies in this cell.
In cell D, customers build systems from commercial components that are compatible with a public standard or commercially-available architecture. Companies, therefore, compete largely on component price and convenience. They adopt a blocking strategy, using market strategies to dominate a niche and make competitive entry unattractive. Focusing on a niche market, they may develop a proprietary technology for a component or a set of components, and thus strategically move to cell A.
Given these two business factors, the above table gives some initial guidance on the issues and decisions to consider when implementing a product line approach. It shows that a product line approach must be integrated with an organization's business strategy. 
Private Product Knowledge
3-3. Different Product Line Approaches by Two Business Drivers
The table also explains the differing, and somewhat conflicting, strategies of government and industry regarding a product line approach. To reduce the number of unique systems that essentially satisfy the same mission, and to reduce acquisition and maintenance costs, the government is attempting to move industry from cells A, B, and C to cell D. An example of this strategy is the Software Market-Driven Architecture Trade Association (SMART) Initiative pursued by the Army to establish application architectures and common assets. To grow the nation's technology base, the government, through subsidized research and development, also seeks to move companies from cell C to cell D. Because of high profit margins, industry, on the hand, tries to remain in cells A and B. If technical or market forces dictate, companies will collaborate to establish a standard architecture and make money in applications or components.
Issues and Further Areas of Investigation
The working group feels more work is needed on the following:
•
A better understanding of the relationship between an organization's business environment and the elements of a software product line approach-the architecture, assets and processes. How do the product line production strategies relate to market cycle time?
• How an organization evolves a product line approach when assets or entire products are developed by software suppliers. How are an architecture and assets acquired in government programs?
• Cost/benefit models for different product line production strategies. To improve chances of a high return on investment, what are the prerequisites for a product line approach? What software assets should be developed?
• Risk mitigation strategies. How does an organization manage product development until a robust architecture and assets are available?
Summary
This report is the first in what we hope will evolve into a series of reports on forums at which product line practice is addressed. Based upon the workshop discussions, it is clear that there are several identifiable critical factors in product line success. These factors include deep domain expertise, a well-defined architecture that guides the design of the product line, a distinct architect or architecture team charged with the creation and caretaking of that architecture, a solid business case for the product line, visible management commitment and support, a distinct organizational entity responsible for maintaining the reusable assets, robust configuration control practices, and well-defined customer management. It is also clear from the discussion in the working groups that many technical and non-technical issues have not been resolved. Though our discussions on architecture, people-organization-management, and business models probed at the issues, many problems remain unsolved. Perhaps most importantly, the repeatable integration of technical, organizational, and business practices remains a challenge.
Consequently, there appears to be a need for considerably more exploration and codification of both technical and non-technical product line practices and for periodic forums for sharing non-proprietary ideas, techniques, and lessons learned. To that extent the SEI intends to continue holding similar workshops and will also continue to report the workshop results to the software development community at large.
We expect that the information in this report will be refined and revised as the technology matures and as we continue to receive feedback and to work with the growing community of software engineers championing a product line approach. If you have any comments on this report and/or are using a product line approach in the development of software-intensive systems and would like to participate in a future workshop please send electronic mail to lmn@sei.cmu.edu.
Glossary application engineering an engineering process that develops software products from partial solutions or knowledge embodied in software assets business model a framework that relates the different forms of a product line approach to an organization's business context and strategy core asset a software asset or other investment (such as training, estimates, work breakdown structure) that is used in multiple systems domain an area of knowledge or activity characterized by a set of concepts and terminology understood by practitioners in that area domain analysis process for capturing and representing information about applications in a domain, specifically common characteristics and reasons for variability economies of scale the condition where fewer inputs such as effort and time are needed to produce greater quantities of a single output economies of scope the condition where fewer inputs such as effort and time are needed to produce a greater variety of outputs Greater business value is achieved by jointly producing different outputs. Producing each output independently fails to leverage commonalities that affect costs. Economies of scope occur when it is less costly to combine two or more products in one production system than to produce them separately. investment analysis a process of estimating the value of an investment proposal to an organization Investment analysis involves quantifying the costs and benefits of the investment, analyzing the uncertainties, and constructing a spending strategy. This analysis links the strategic and technical merits of an investment to its financial results.
product family a group of systems built from a common set of assets product line a group of products sharing a common, managed set of features that satisfy specific needs of a selected market or mission product line approach a system of software production that uses software assets to modify, assemble, instantiate, or generate a line of software products, i.e., building a software product line as a product family product line architecture description of the structural properties for building a group of related systems (i.e., product line), typically the components and their interrelationships. The guidelines about the use of components must capture the means for handling variability discovered in the domain analysis or known to experts.
product line system a member of a product line production system a system of people, functions and assets organized to produce, distribute, and improve a family of products. Two functions included in the system are domain engineering and application engineering. 
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